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Ze shab bedaariye mun taa seher chashmash kujaa daanad?
Ki O shab taa seher kaaray bajuz khuftan nami daanad
(How can her eyes reflect any sympathy with my night-long wakefulness?
For she herself knows of nothing in the night, except sleeping.)
~ Amir Khusro (1253 – 1325)
It was a small room filled with about 25 children aged one to thirteen. Girls and boys sat together,
happily playing board games like ludo, snakes and ladders and jigsaw puzzles. The smallness of
the room did not seem to bother them. All these children were relocated here just 18 hours ago,
th
on the evening of 19 May, 2017.
Behind their smiles was the pain they were trying to forget. It was not easy for us, as researchers,
to help them relive their experiences of the demolition. The warden of the home happily provided
these children a room to themselves so that they could stay there and play. She introduced us to
the children saying, “yeh aap logon se demolition ke baarey main baat karne aaye hain” (These
people have come to talk to you about the demolition). Only four or five children among the group
noticed us, while the rest continued playing.
A boy and a girl started talking about what happened and they decided to draw the map of the
site just before the demolition. The boy had a lot to tell us, there was anger and anguish in his
voice, and his hands were unable to keep pace with what he wanted to convey. Other children
soon joined him and they produced a number of drawings, which depicted their experience of
demolition.

Picture: Maps drawn by the children, showing various areas before and after the demolition.
(Descriptions in Annexure)
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Where are these children from?
The displaced children were staying at The Homeless Shelter for Women and the Elderly, at
Khusro Park, Hazrat Nizamuddin, Delhi, which was demolished. The shelter had been “built by
the Delhi Urban Shelter Improvement Board (DUSIB) pursuant to orders passed by the Delhi High
Court. This complex consisted of a homeless shelter for women and elderly, an Education and
ICDS (Integrated Child Development Services) centre, a toilet complex built under Swachh Bharat
Abhiyan, all made by DUSIB over a period of more than 8 years. There were more than 50
persons who regularly (used this shelter), and after the (recent) demolition of jhuggies (slum
clusters of houses made of plastic, tin sheets and other temporary materials) on 16 May 2017,
other slum dwellers were also taking shelter here.” (Public Interest Litigation application, Sunil
Kumar Aledia versus Government of National Capital Territory of Delhi and Others, dated 19 May
2017.)
The jhuggies were demolished following a Court Order (Orders dated 19.10.2015 in WP (C)
7955/2015), which referred to this shelter home and stated, “There is a specific reference in the
status report of the Police to a Rain Basera stated to have been constructed by Shakti Shalini
NGO. The exact status of this Rain Basera is not stated in the status report, i.e. as to whether it is
set up with the prior permission of the concerned authority or not. If the same has a valid
subsisting permission from the concerned authority, then only it will not be subjected to any
coercive step as envisaged in the order as above.” On 18 May, at 5 pm, even the night shelter
owned by the Government was demolished without any notice, and a number of children,
including those who shifted from Jhuggies to the shelter on 16 May, were thrown back on the
street by the administration. The PIL further states, “It appears that the DDA (Delhi Development
Authority) without having determined any facts with regard to the night shelter/Homeless shelter
demolished and destroyed the same taking away even the last hope that the petitioners had”.

Picture: The footpath where families waited after the demolition.
Many, who have not found shelter, have set up temporary tents here.
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The Children and the Demolition:
The trauma faced by the children who were living in the shelter home can be gauged from their
first-hand accounts. Their statements are depictive of the sense of fear of violence, hopelessness,
the non-responsiveness of institutions to their plight and the sense of betrayal felt at a clear
breach of trust. Do not their experiences, at this highly formative age, shape their future
expectations and imaginations of the institutions involved? Will they not, henceforth, be more
wary of the “promises” made by different stakeholders?

Picture: A map drawn by the children of the area. Description of chart in Annexure

Children’s experience of the demolition

Hopelessness
Fear & Violence
“Shift your belongings
out of the shelter fast
otherwise you will lose
your belongings and your
legs will also be broken.”
Police

- “I was able to get only
these two sets of
clothes – the one I am
wearing now and one
other set” Sheikh
“I watched my
house/jhuggie
being burnt to
ashes” Ayesha	
  

Non-responsiveness

Breach of Trust

“We had to spend the
night after the demolition
on the pavement and
were only brought to the
permanent centre at 5 pm
on Friday” - Jabir	
  

	
  

“ The police lie so much! They
said they would demolish the
tent on the next day, but they
destroyed it on Thursday
itself.” Ayesha
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The demolition of the shelter on Thursday had far reaching impacts on the children who
experienced it first hand and were rendered homeless as a consequence. Whilst some are
discernible now, others will only be measurable with time. The demolition of the shelter and the
jhuggis gave rise to fear and a sense of hopelessness among the children. Five-year-old Amjad
(name changed) recollected how the police told them to hurry up and shift their belongings out of
the shelter otherwise they would lose them and their legs would also be broken. Eight-year-old
Jasbir (name changed) said that a few of the children who took long to shift out even got beaten
by the police. The demolition and burning of the jhuggis and shelter also resulted in injuries which
aggravated the feelings of fear among the children. Eight-year-old Ayesha (name changed), said,
“One boy got burnt on his neck and shoulder”. She added, “My friend’s brother’s leg had got
slightly burnt in the fire. My friend was not aware that her jhuggi was going to be burnt; and she
had left her younger brother unattended. He got burn injuries as he was still in the jhuggi when it
was burnt down. She cried a lot because of this”. Two boys, Tanveer and Kabir, (names
changed) said that “we were beaten with sticks” and “we were kicked by police on the foot.” Eightyear-old Sheikh was still struggling to come to terms with the fact that he was only able to grab
two sets of clothes and lost all of his other belongings.
The non-responsiveness of the authorities to their plight and the breach of trust by those
responsible for the demolition made a strong impact on the children. Many children said that right
after the demolition, there was a sense of gloom and helplessness. They all sat on the footpath,
not knowing what to do. Amjad and Jasbir said that they, along with a number of other children,
had to spend the night after the demolition on the pavement and were only brought to the
permanent centre at 5 pm on Friday. “Police started to burn down our house and started hitting
my friends” said Tanveer and Kabir. “It was our home, we had to stay on footpath and spend the
night in the middle of the road. We felt really bad that day.” After the destruction of the jhuggis,
the people started saying that since the jhuggies had been demolished, the tent/night shelter
should be destroyed as well. While talking of this, Ayesha was enraged that the police went back
on their word. She said, “The police lie so much! They said they would demolish the tent on the
next day, but they destroyed it on Thursday itself.”
The fact that the children were scarred as a result of experiencing the demolition of their jhuggies
and the shelter was emphasised by Ayesha who said that she was haunted by the sight of the
place she called home being burned to the ground and becoming a heap of ashes- “Hamara
jhuggi raak raak ho gaya”.
Institutions diminished: Children’s perceptions post-demolition
These traumatic experiences as narrated by children also give sense of the imagery of institutions
formed in the minds of children. These institutions as per the mandate are supposed to protect
the rights of the citizenry but children would look at them based on their first-hand experience.
Some of the relevant narrations are detailed below.
Police
According to Jasbir, the shelter housed 20 women and around 40-45 children before the
demolition. Akram (name changed) recollected that “Bahut saare police ayee thee aur bahut sare
Fauji aye the” (Lots of policemen had come and lots of armed personnel had also come.) The
policemen and armed personnel were armed with sticks and guns and they threatened the
children, “Jaldi se nikal lo nahi to danda se mar mar ke bhagaenge” (Get out of here fast
otherwise we will beat you with sticks and chase you out). Jabir said that a few children who took
long to leave the shelter were hit.
Four children got together to perform a role-play to explain what they went through on the day of
the demolition. When asked, who would play the role of the police, ten-year-old Imran (name
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changed), vehemently said: “Main police nahin banunga. Bahut bure hain. (I will not play the role
of the police. They are very bad)”.
Court
When the children asked for more time to shift, the police said, “Court ka order hain” (We have a
court order so we can’t give you any more time to shift), and proceeded to demolish the shelter.
Akram and Jabir had been staying in the night shelter for the last two years. For children,
suddenly, “the Court”, got “othered” from their lives.
Park
The policemen’s assertion that “Agar Masjid samne nahin dekhega sarra Jhuggie totega, tab who
dekhna chahiye acche se aur isse pura park banayenge” (All the jhuggies would be destroyed till
the Masjid is clearly visible, and then the entire area would be made into a park) was firmly
imprinted on five year old Rabia’s (name changed) mind.
School
Five-year-old Rabia’s clothes and bags got burnt during the demolition and she, like several
others, was left with only 2-3 sets of clothes to wear. She pointed out that her school bag, text
books and school clothes were also destroyed in the fire and, she will be able to go back to
school only when she is given her school uniform and school bag. Imran said, “I lost my new
school bag, which I had not been able to use even once”.
Broken Promises
The Honourable Supreme Court of India, through its Order dated 16/12/2010 in WRIT
PETITION (CIVIL) NO. 196 OF 2001, stated, “We direct the Union of India and all the
State Governments and their instrumentalities not to demolish any night shelter
without
providing proper alternate night shelter till further orders”.
It is critical to note that most of these children were brought to the shelter as part of the
rehabilitation process and had been going through a positive experience of having dignified
access to food, shelter and education. Some of the children who used to beg outside the dargah
were later rehabilitated in the shelter. They were given food, clothes and other amenities in the
shelter and were also enrolled in schools.
The way their caretaker, Sarfaraz (name changed), was treated left a deep impression on them.
Rizwan, (name changed) a child, said, “We were all thrown out. They demolished everything
using a bulldozer. Sarfaraz still stayed back in order to protect the remaining poles and tin sheets.
The Police had hit him very hard and injured his leg.” The children said that the only thing that
remains was a swing, which they used to play on. Sheikh was playing on this very swing when
the police came and chased him and the other children away.
This particular experience of demolition by the very state institutions that were supposed to
protect their rights has left them with a sense of helplessness and fear. It presented a
contradictory image of the state in their minds. When asked about their plans after this demolition,
most of the children were speechless.
Children’s Rights: Violated and Taken Away
The Honourable Supreme Court, in Shantistar Builders v. Narayan Khimalal Totame,
(1990) 1 SCC 520, stated, “The right to life would take within its sweep the right to
good, the right to clothing, the right to decent environment and a reasonable
accommodation to live in. The difference between the need of an animal and a
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human being for shelter has to be kept in view. For the animal it is the bare
protection of the body, for a human being it has to be a suitable accommodation,
which would allow him to grow in every aspect – physical, mental, and intellectual.
The Constitution aims at ensuring fuller development of every child. That would be
possible only if the child is in a proper home.”
Similarly, there has been clear violation of the following two rights listed in United Nations Child
Rights Convention (UNCRC) (1989/90), which was ratified by India in 1992: Article 27
1. States Parties recognize the right of every child to a standard of living adequate for the child's
physical, mental, spiritual, moral and social development.
2. The parent(s) or others responsible for the child have the primary responsibility to secure,
within their abilities and financial capacities, the conditions of living necessary for the child's
development.
3. States Parties, in accordance with national conditions and within their means, shall take
appropriate measures to assist parents and others responsible for the child to implement this right
and shall in case of need provide material assistance and support programmes, particularly with
regard to nutrition, clothing and housing.
Article 39
It states parties shall take all appropriate measures to promote physical and psychological
recovery and social reintegration of a child victim of: any form of neglect, exploitation, or abuse
This one incident of demolition itself may be seen as violation of a number of rights of children:
•
•
•
•

Survival rights: Children’s right to shelter and food were denied,
Development rights: Children’s right to education and health were ignored
Protection: This is a case of the administration itself inflicting abuse- physical and
psychological; and causing injuries and accidents.
Participation: Let alone the children, even the institutions concerning children were not
consulted.

Do institutions and schemes meant for children really protect them?
The Republic of India has created innumerable institutions and schemes for its people, but none
of them were there to help these children in need. The demolition site became a no-right area in
the matter of minutes.
The Juvenile Justice Act, 2015, states, “In every police station, at least one officer, not below the
rank of assistant sub-inspector, with aptitude, appropriate training and orientation, may be
designated as the child welfare police officer to exclusively deal with children either as victims or
perpetrators, in co-ordination with the police, voluntary and non-governmental organisations”. It is
extraordinary that the police did not even feel it necessary to talk its own mandated unit before
going for demolition. It is unfortunate, too, that the Delhi Police has today internalised that they
need not be sensitive towards children, or at least some children. There are those who feel this is
the NGO sector’s responsibility.
At a time when DDA and other urban authorities are envisioning smart cities as child friendly,
imagine the Urban Development Authority of the National Capital Territory being insensitive to
children’s rights and needs. Is it a reflection of arrogance that they believe they would get away
with throwing 60 children to the streets? 60 potential preys of trafficking! 60 citizens of this
country! These institutions have become perpetrators of violence. The worrying part is the silence
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of the so-called institutions specially created for the protection of child rights. Incidentally, their
headquarters are all located within 10 km radius of the demolition site. These institutions are
National Human Rights Commission, National Commission for Protection of Child Rights, Delhi
State Commission for Protection of Child Rights. We may even include the offices of the Prime
Minister and that of the Chief Minister of Delhi, who all should have stood for child rights.
The only institution that made some observations after the event was the Delhi Commission for
Women. Three days after the event, there was no denouncement from any other institution. It's
surprising that no one has even thought it important to take suo moto action. Not a single
television media channel ran any of their news marathon on this issue. Probably, the children
should now approach the NDMA- the National Disaster Management Authority. Because, for
them, it is nothing less than a disaster!
48 hours of silent Mal-Governance

Picture: Present living
conditions

Ironically, this is an interesting case, where order
of a High Court creates the Shelter and another
order of the same High Court is used to destroy
the same. What is important here is that there was
a gap of two days between 16 May, when the
jhuggies were demolished and 18 May, when the
shelter home was demolished. These 48 hours of
silence is an indicator of totally insensitive childrights governance in this country. We may make
the following observations, by way of conclusion1. During these 48 hours, DDA and Delhi Police
did not try to find out whether this Night Shelter
Torn flex
with
exists with proper sanction from the Government or not. The Picture:
Night Shelter
has
a DUSIB
logo oflogo
DUSIB,
very well visible. DDA had to just contact DUSIB and find out the existence of sanction.
2. During these 48 hours, there seems to have been a deafening silence by DUSIB itself, which
should have proactively provided the sanction to High Court and prevented the demolition.
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3. During these 48 hours, the civil society organizations working on this issue could have
prejudged and sought stay from the High Court on behalf of these children.
4. During these 48 hours, the High Court could have sent its emissaries to review the situation
th
post the first demolition of Jhuggies on 16 May, as it had done after the demolition of the shelter
home. However, the High Court sent its team (led by the Registrar) only after the demolition of the
shelter home.
5. The demolition of 16 May itself violated the rights of many children and women. From NHRC to
NCPCR, none of them found it necessary to even visit the place and see the situation on the
ground.
Key Demands
Here are some key demands based on a reflection on the experiences the children:
Children through their drawings have clearly demonstrated the need for a society that is sensitive
to issues of the children. The State needs to be at the forefront in defending the rights of the
children. Here are some key demands based on a reflection on the experiences of the children:
1. Delhi Police
According to the Juvenile Justice Act, the Delhi Police should have ensured that the designated
Child Welfare Officer gets involved in such actions, which concern children. This should happen
in all future such cases.
2. National Commission for Protection of Child Rights
The Commission should issue national guidelines for all administrative units that any such
activities which would lead to creation of “Children Needing Care and Protection” require the
following:
(a)
Prior intimation and approval from Child Welfare Committee and State CPCR that all the
necessary steps have been taken to ensure that there would be no violations of child rights.
(b)
It should prescribe a system such as collection of data on potential impact on children
and steps taken to prevent any problems to children.
(c)
An officer needs to be designated on duty at the time of such actions to oversee that the
steps are being taken in accordance with the guidelines issued by NCPCR.
3. High Court
The High Court team that visited the site did not even find it necessary to talk to the children. The
High Court, while sending its team to review the impact of demolitions and steps taken to address
problems of dwellers, should ensure that the team comprises at least one person who is trained
in seeking opinions from children.
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Chronology of events so far
2007 Onwards

Poor slum dwellers and many homeless persons are residents of the basti
(human settlement) popularly known as Khusro Park slums, near Neela
Gumbad, Nizamuddin, Delhi. They have been residing at the said place for
past many years and have been making their living by as Rikshaw drivers,
Rag pickers and small time hawkers.

9.8.2011

WP (C) 29/2010 the Hon'ble High Court of Delhi had turned down the plea
of DUSIB to shut temporary shelters, noting: “(i) The prayer for closure of
the temporary night shelters is unacceptable and, accordingly, the same
stands rejected.” And the same was reiterated by the Honourable
High Court on 13.12.2011

19.10.2015

The orders dated 19.10.2015 in WP (C ) 7955/2015 was passed by
Hon’ble High Court stating specifically as under;
“There is a specific reference in the status report of the Police to a Rain
Basera stated to have been constructed by Shakti Shalini NGO. The exact
status of this Rain Basera is not stated in the status report, i.e. as to
whether it is set up with the prior permission of the concerned authority or
not. If the same has a valid subsisting permission from the concerned
authority, then only it will not be subjected to any coercive step as
envisaged in the order as above.”

13-14 March
2016

Some people from DDA and police visited the slum cluster and informed
that the slum cluster was going to be separated by a wall from the park
and thereafter construction material was dropped at the said place after
which the construction of the walls had also started, which was further
stopped by the intervention of some person unkknown to the residents.

21 March 2016

A Demolition action was proposed however the same was stopped when
the slum dwellers had approached some higher DDA officials and officials
of the DUSIB along with their documents.

19 April 2017

This Hon’ble court passes order for the compliance of the order dated
19.10.2015 in WP (C ) 7955/2015.

16 May 2017

The slum dwellers were shocked to see the bulldozers and a large number
of policemen. They were suddenly told to remove their belonging from their
jhuggies. They were not given any time for this and the demolition started
at the said spot.

18 May 2017

The DDA officials came to the khusro Park Night Shelter along with police
officials and bulldozers and started demolishing the Night Shelter at
Khusro Park. When enquired by the petitioner who was at the spot they
were told that this was being done as per the orders of the Hon’ble High
Court. The slum dwellers have been left out in the open without any food
and shelter.
Aggrieved by the same the present petition is being filed.

Source: PIL application filed in the High Court
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Annexure

This section shows the drawings made by the children who were displaced from the
Government approved shelter house after demolition. In a participatory process with
children, they recounted their experience of the demolition on 18 May 2017. Each image
is accompanied by a description.

1. The area before the demolition

Three to four children were involved in drawing this map of their area before the
demolition. Marked in the map are the SPYM girls’ quarters and a little distance away,
the boys’ rooms. The children have also shown the ‘tractor’ (encircled), which came to
demolish the area, and the house in shambles. The children missed the easy access
that they had to the swings and the slide, shown on the left-hand op side of the chart.
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2. In the aftermath of the demolition

Thee children depicted their situation in the aftermath of the demolition. Families are
shown sleeping on either side of the road (encircled), in the park and on the footpath.
Here too, the children showed the swings and the slide and said they missed these.
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3. Amjad’s Story

Amjad, an eight-year-old boy, who studies in class 4, had been staying at the new shelter home
since the demolition. While talking about the demolition, he said that the police had entered
suddenly, demanding that they leave their homes immediately, and not even letting them finish
their meals. The children who had wanted to go and collect their belongings before leaving were
beaten with bamboo sticks. Amjad was also beaten. A lot of property was being burnt in the
meanwhile.

Amjad said around 40 children were moved. Amjad’s mother and sister share the responsibility of
looking after the remains of their family’s belongings. These are now kept in the park where
Amjad and his family escaped to, after the police forced them out of their home.

Amjad said that the police burnt many of his clothes. During the interview, he drew the above
image to represent the police coming and cutting down trees. On seeing policemen now, Amjad
becomes nervous and scared.
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4. Impressions of young minds

The group that drew this chart had children of the age group of 4-6 years. They have
depicted their families, which include their parents and siblings. The surroundings depict
the shelter (called ghar or house). In the right hand top-side of the chart, a grim
policeman carrying a stick is depicted (encircled).
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5. Saiba’s narration

The children drew the shelter house, a demolition truck and the beloved swings that
were there. On the chart, the children wrote of that night. Hum sab khana kha rahe the
jab police aayi…hume danda maara. Humara saaman phenk diya..Bulldozer ne humara
centre tod diya… (We were eating when the police came, they threatened us with
violence and hit some of us…The bulldozer demolished our centre.)
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6. The turn of events

1

2

3

4

The sequence here shows the turn of events, as seen and drawn by the children. Panel
1 shows the children, with their families, living happily in the shelter. Panel 2 shows fire
being set to the shelter, and Panel 3 shows the demolition of the shelter using a
bulldozer. In the area, there are also plants and swings. Panel 4 shows the state of the
area now and what is left after the demolition- a few broken asbestos sheets, and lampposts.
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About the Initiative
This is a spontaneous initiative by Praxis to strengthen the child rights governance systems in the
country through empowering children in voicing their opinion in accordance with various rights
enshrined in the Constitution of India. The team on the evening of 19 May, got in touch with Indu
Prakash Singh of ActionAid India, who has been working with city makers for many years. On 20
May 2017 (Saturday), as the office was closed, a large Praxis team was available for the initiative.
The team, consisting of Indu Prakash Singh, and members of Praxis Delhi – Pradeep Narayanan,
Sharmistha Sarkar, Deepti Menon, Anusha Chandrasekharan, Shireen Kurian, Dheeraj, Rohan
Mukerjee and Shishupal Prajapati and Rohan Preece of Partners in Change – visited the shelter
home at 2 pm, spent two hours with children; and then visited the demolition site and took
pictures for use in the report. The report was prepared in three days with additional support from
Sowmyaa Bharadwaj and Urvashi Mitra.
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About Praxis
Praxis-Institute for Participatory Practices is a development support organisation committed to
mainstreaming the voices of the poor and marginalised sections of society in the quest for equity
and governance. We believe that for development to be sustainable, the process must be truly
participative.
Praxis engages in participatory research, capacity building and advocacy to ensure that the most
excluded and vulnerable communities have a say in development.

Praxis Institute for Participatory Practices
BB-5, II Floor, Greater Kailash Enclave II, New Delhi -110 048
Tel: + 91-11- 4107 5550/2922 3588
www.praxisindia.org l info@praxisindia.org
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